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In this study, the effect of an imposed electromagnetic field on biological media is analyzed. The local
thermal non-equilibrium (LTNE) is taken into account by solving the two-energy equation model for tis-
sue and blood phases. A comprehensive examination of heat transport through biological media is carried
out including thermal conduction in tissue and vascular system, blood-tissue convective heat exchange,
metabolic heat generation and imposed heat flux. The primary biological media, i.e., bone, liver, cornea,
fat, skin and brain are considered in our analysis. The effects of variations of dimensionless electromag-
netic wave power and dimensionless electromagnetic wave frequency on the dimensionless tissue and
blood temperature profiles are systematically investigated. Results are obtained for a range of dimension-
less electromagnetic wave power from 1 to 500 and dimensionless electromagnetic wave frequency from
0.2 to 2. The coupled equations of electromagnetic wave propagation and heat transfer under LTNE
assumption are solved using the finite element method (FEM). This investigation provides the essential
aspects for a fundamental understanding of heat transport within biological materials while experiencing
an applied electromagnetic field such as applications related to the cancer thermal ablation and can be
used as a guideline for these types of treatments.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The modeling of heat transport within biological materials is
quite important and has been used extensively in medical thermal
therapeutic applications for predicting the temperature during
these processes. In recent years, utilization of an imposed electro-
magnetic field in various applications has increased since the elec-
tromagnetic wave can penetrate the surface and is converted into
thermal energy very rapidly within the material. Various electro-
magnetic wave applications have been used in many industrial
and household applications. For example, for drying, pasteuriza-
tion, sterilization, heating processes, etc. [1]. Recently, electromag-
netic wave has been introduced as a rapid method of delivering
high temperatures to destroy the cancer cells during thermal abla-
tion [2,3]. The imposed electromagnetic field interacts with the
material and results in a variety of thermal effects. Various effects
such as an increase in temperature as result of electromagnetic
radiation on materials are gaining widespread attention,
particularly in biological materials [4,5]. However, the resulting
thermo-physiologic response of the biological materials subject
to an electromagnetic field is not well understood due to the com-
plexity of the configurations in biological materials. The severity of
the physiological effect produced by small temperature increases
can be expected to worsen in sensitive organs. An increase of
approximately 1–5 �C in human body temperature can cause
numerous malformations, temporary infertility in males, brain le-
sions, and blood chemistry changes [6]. In order to gain insight into
the phenomena occurring within the biological materials subject to
an imposed electromagnetic field, detailed knowledge of the elec-
tromagnetic radiation absorption is necessary. A detailed investi-
gation is necessary to demonstrate the effects of electromagnetic
radiation absorption in biological materials. Furthermore, numeri-
cal simulation under various conditions can be utilized to demon-
strate and indentify the fundamental parameters as well as provide
guidance for different applications.

Studies of heat transport through biological materials, involves
thermal conduction in tissue and vascular system, blood-tissue
convection and perfusion (through capillary tubes within the tis-
sues) as well as metabolic heat generation [6–10]. Wessapan
et al. [6] have carried out a numerical analysis of specific
absorption rate (SAR) and heat transfer in human body due to an
electromagnetic field leakage. Keangin et al. [10] carried out the
numerical simulation of liver cancer treatment using the micro-
wave antenna.

A biological tissue can be represented by a microvascular bed
with blood flow through many vessels, through which blood flows
and can be regarded as a porous structure [7]. Utilizing
porous media theory in modeling heat transfer results in fewer
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Nomenclatures

atb specific surface area between the blood and the tissue
(m2/ m3)

Bi Biot number, Bi ¼ htbatbH2

Kt;eff

cp specific heat capacity (J/kg �C)
~E electric field (V/m)
f electromagnetic wave frequency (Hz)
htb interfacial heat transfer coefficient between the lumen

and the tissue (W/m2 �C)
H height of the biological material (m)
k0 free space wave number (m�1)
K thermal conductivity (W/m �C)
L length of the biological material (m)
P electromagnetic wave power (W)
qs heat flux at the surface (W/m2)
Q heat source (W/m3)
T temperature (�C)
u lumen velocity (m/s)
x longitudinal coordinate (m)
y transverse coordinate (m)

Greek Symbols
e porosity (the ratio of the volume fraction of the vascular

space to the space occupied by the extra-vascular space)
(–)

g dimensionless transverse coordinate, g ¼ y
D

U dimensionless heat generation within the biological
material, U ¼ ð1�eÞHQmet

qs
j ratio of the effective blood thermal conductivity to that

of the tissue, j ¼ Kb;eff

Kt;eff

q density (kg/m3)
h dimensionless temperature, h ¼ Kt;eff hhTi�Tsi

qsH
l magnetic permeability (H/m)
c permittivity (F/m)
r electric conductivity (S/m)
x angular frequency (rad/s)

Subscripts
b blood phase
c cut off
eff effective property
ext external
met metabolic
r relative
s surface
t tissue phase
tb tissue to blood
0 free space, initial condition

Abbreviations
FEM finite element method
LTNE local thermal non-equilibrium
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assumptions as compared to different established bioheat transfer
models [7–9]. Depiction of heat transport through a porous med-
ium has been of interest for many decades. Two different models
are used for analyzing heat transfer in a porous medium; local
thermal equilibrium (LTE) and local thermal non-equilibrium
(LTNE) [11–15]. The LTE model is based on the assumption that
the tissue phase temperature is equal to blood phase temperature
everywhere in the porous medium and referred to as the one equa-
tion model [7,11–13]. This assumption is not suitable for a number
of physical situations [7]. In recent years, the LTNE model has re-
ceived more attention to demonstrate the heat transport in biolog-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a biological med
ical media [7–9,16,17]. Utilizing the porous media theory, LTNE
between the tissue and the blood phase is addressed and the tis-
sue-blood convective heat exchange is taken into account. Volume
averaging over each of the tissue and blood phases results in en-
ergy equations for each individual phase. Studies of heat transport
under LTNE in biological media has been established in the litera-
ture [8,9]. Mahjoob and Vafai [8] analyzed characterization of heat
transport through biological media incorporating hyperthermia
treatment, utilizing the LTNE model. They had obtained detailed
exact solutions for the tissue and blood temperature profiles. Mah-
joob and Vafai [9] analyzed characterization of bioheat transport
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ium subject to an electromagnetic field.



Table 1
Thermal and dielectric properties of biological media used in the computations [6,24–30].

Biological materials Density
q (kg/m3)

Thermal conductivity
K (W/m �C)

Specific heat capacity
Cp (J/kg �C)

Porosity
e

Relative permittivity
cr

Electric conductivity
r (S/m)

Liver 1030 [6] 0.497 [6] 3600[6] 0.6 [24] 43.0 [6] 1.69 [6]
Brain 1038 [30] 0.535 [30] 3650 [30] 0.2 [26] 45.805 [30] 0.765 [30]
Cornea 1050 [29] 0.58 [29] 4178 [29] 0.6 [29] 52.0 [29] 1.85 [29]
Skin 1125 [6] 0.35 [6] 3437 [6] 0.2 [27] 44.86 [6] 0.92 [6]
Bone 1038 [6] 0.436 [6] 1300 [6] 0.75 [28] 44.80 [6] 2.10 [6]
Fat 916 [6] 0.22 [6] 2300 [6] 0.17 [25] 5.97 [6] 0.09 [6]
Blood 1058 [6] 0.45 [6] 3960 [6] 1.0 [27] 58.30 [6] 2.54 [6]
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the tissue and blood temperature profiles obtained from the
present numerical results and the analytical results by Mahjoob and Vafai [8] for
e = 0.1, U = 0 and j = 0.111 at Bi = 10 and Bi = 0.5.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the tissue and blood temperature profiles obtained from the
present numerical results and the analytical results by Mahjoob and Vafai [8] for
U(1 � e) = 0.022 and j = 0.111 at Bi = 10 with e = 0.1 and e = 0.3.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the tissue and blood temperature profiles obtained from the
present numerical results and the analytical results by Mahjoob and Vafai [8] for
e = 0.1 and j = 0.111 at Bi = 10 where (a) U = 0.01 and (b) U = 0.1.
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through a dual layer biological media. The effect of the vascular
volume fraction and metabolic heat generation on the temperature
within the biological media was discussed in their work and de-
tailed exact solutions were obtained. Belmiloudi [18] analyzed
the temperature distribution in biofluid heat transfer during ther-
mal therapy based on LTNE model. Afrin et al. [19] presented a
model of thermal lagging in living biological tissue based on LTNE
heat transfer model between tissue, arterial and venous bloods. It
was found that the phase lag times for heat flux and temperature
gradient are identical for the case when the tissue and blood have
the same properties.

While there have been studies on heat transport based on LTNE
assumption, very few works have studied electromagnetic wave
propagation coupled with heat transfer based on LTNE model.
Furthermore, only few prior studies have concentrated on the ef-
fect of electromagnetic field such as electromagnetic wave power
and electromagnetic wave frequency particularly as applied to bio-
logical materials due to the complexity of the problem. To gain in-
sight into the process occurring within the biological tissues
subject to an imposed electromagnetic field, it is essential to study
temperature distribution within a biological tissue during cancer
thermal ablation. As such it is necessary to obtain a detailed
knowledge of the electromagnetic radiation absorption coupled
with heat transport. Biological tissues have different properties
and response times for disturbances, especially when subject to
an electromagnetic field. In order to understand the thermal re-
sponse of the biological tissues subject to an electromagnetic field,
knowledge of the thermal response in various biological tissues is
required.
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Fig. 5. Effects of the electromagnetic wave power on the tissue and blood
temperature profiles in different biological media for U = 0.1 and f⁄ = 0.6 at
Bi = 10 for (a) Bone and (b) Liver.
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Fig. 6. Effects of the electromagnetic wave power on the tissue and blood
temperature profiles in different biological media for U = 0.1 and f⁄ = 0.6 at
Bi = 10 for (a) Cornea and (b) Fat.
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Modeling of heat transport coupled with electromagnetic wave
propagation in biological media is required to investigate the cited
applications. The aim of this study is to analyze and demonstrate
the effect of electromagnetic field, namely the electromagnetic
wave power (P⁄) and electromagnetic wave frequency (f⁄) on the
tissue and blood temperature profiles in biological media. The heat
flux intensity effects on biological media are investigated and char-
acterized to establish the thermal signature in biomedical applica-
tions such as thermal ablation. This study focuses attention on
primary biological materials in the human body such as bone, liver,
cornea, fat, skin and brain. The dimensionless tissue and blood
temperature profiles in various biological materials, obtained by
numerical solution of heat transfer coupled with electromagnetic
wave propagation under LTNE assumption, are presented. The ef-
fects of variations of electromagnetic wave power (P⁄) from 1 to
500 and electromagnetic wave frequency (f⁄) from 0.2 to 2 on tis-
sue and blood temperature profiles are systematically investigated.
(P⁄) is chosen in the range of 1–500 for simulations in this study as
it corresponds to the input electromagnetic power for destroying
cancer cells through a thermal ablation process. In addition, (f⁄)
is chosen in the range of 0.2–2 for simulations as this frequency
range corresponds to the electromagnetic band which is used most
frequently in applications related to studies on the effects of elec-
tromagnetic field on biological materials. The presented results
provide the essential aspects for a fundamental understanding of
the effects of an imposed electromagnetic field on biological mate-
rials under LTNE. Furthermore, the electromagnetic field effect on
heat transport patterns in biological tissues is systematically inves-
tigated. The results from this study can be used as a guideline for
biomedical applications such as cancer thermal ablation for vari-
ous biological tissues [30].
2. Problem description

Biological media generally consist of three components i.e.
blood vessels, cells and interstitial space [8,20]. Further, biological
media can be categorized as vascular region (blood vessels) and ex-
tra-vascular region (cells and the interstitial space). The whole
anatomical structure can be represented as a blood saturated tis-
sue represented by a porous medium [8], through which the blood
infiltrates. The vascular region is regarded as a blood phase and ex-
tra-vascular region is regarded as a tissue (solid matrix) phase, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

A two-dimensional model is considered in this work since the
biological media is considered homogenous, isotropic and satu-
rated with blood. This model can minimize the computational time
while maintaining good resolution and efficiency. In order to inves-
tigate the electromagnetic field effects on different biological med-
ia, a rectangular slab where H and L denote the height and length of
each biological media is considered. The biological medium is sub-
jected to a uniform electromagnetic flux from the top. The electro-
magnetic external heat source and heat flux represent the imposed
energy which is utilized to destroy cancer cells for combined
heating during a thermal ablation process. Heat flux represents
the heating of a surface while the external heat source represents
the electromagnetic energy source such as microwave energy.
Electromagnetic irradiation can penetrate the material surface
and is converted into thermal energy within the material. This re-
sults in a very rapid temperature increase throughout the material
that may lead to decomposition of cancer cells. This is a combined
heating which can develop into an efficient heating for destroying
the cancer cells during the thermal ablation process. The biological
media is considered homogenous, isotropic and saturated with
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blood. Blood flow is assumed to be hydraulically and thermally
fully developed [8]. Natural convection is assumed to be negligible.
There is no phase change or chemical reaction within the biological
media. The tissue and blood local heat exchange, while the biolog-
ical medium is subjected to an electromagnetic field, is addressed
and the tissue and blood temperature profiles are established in
this study.

3. Analysis

Analysis of electromagnetic wave propagation and heat transfer
in biological media induced by an electromagnetic field is pre-
sented here. The system of governing equations as well as initial
and boundary conditions are solved numerically using the finite
element method (FEM).

3.1. Electromagnetic wave propagation analysis

The electromagnetic wave propagation in the biological media
is modeled on a two-dimensional basis and is calculated using
Maxwell’s equations, which describe the interdependence of the
electromagnetic field. The general form of Maxwell’s equations
for transverse electric wave (TE) mode is derived assuming a har-
monic propagation and is simplified to demonstrate the electro-
magnetic field in a biological medium [6]:

r� 1
lr
r�~Ez

� �
� cr �

jr
xc0

� �
k2

0
~Ez ¼ 0 ð1Þ

where~Ez is the electric field intensity in the z-direction (V/m), lr the
relative permeability, cr the relative permittivity, c0 = 8.8542 �
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Fig. 7. Effects of the electromagnetic wave power on the tissue and blood
temperature profiles in different biological media for U = 0.1 and f⁄ = 0.6 at
Bi = 10 for (a) Skin and (b) Brain.
10�12 F/m the permittivity of free space, r the electric conductivity
(S/m), x = 2pf the angular frequency (rad/s) and k0 is the free space
wave number (m�1) and j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

.

3.1.1. Boundary conditions for the electromagnetic wave propagation
analysis

When an electromagnetic field propagates in a biological med-
ium, it is absorbed by the medium and converted into internal heat
generation, which causes its temperature to rise. Therefore, bound-
ary conditions for analyzing electromagnetic wave propagation, as
shown in Fig. 1, are considered as follows.

The biological medium is subjected to a uniform wave flux from
the top. Therefore, at the top boundary of the considered domain,
an electromagnetic simulator employs TE wave propagation port
with a specified electromagnetic field power:

S ¼
Z

~E�~E1

� �
�~E1

�Z
~E1 �~E1 ð2Þ

The outer sides of the biological media are considered as an
electric conductor boundary condition. Therefore, electric field
intensity in the z-direction vanishes at these sides.

~Ez ¼ 0 ð3Þ
3.2. Heat transfer analysis

The anatomical structure is modeled as a biological medium
consisting of tissue and blood phases. The steady state volume-
averaged governing equations describing the heat transfer phe-
nomenon for tissue and blood phases incorporating metabolic heat
generation and an imposed electromagnetic field under LTNE con-
ditions can be represented as [8]:

Tissue phase:

Kt;effr2
yhTtit � htbatb hTtit � hTbib

D E
þ ð1� eÞQmet þ ð1� eÞQt;ext ¼ 0

ð4Þ

Blood phase:

Kb;effr2
yhTbib þ htbatb hTtit � hTbib

D E
þ eQb;ext ¼ eqcphuib

@hTbib

@x
ð5Þ

where,

Kb;eff ¼ eKb ð6Þ

Kt;eff ¼ ð1� eÞKt ð7Þ

where subscripts eff, t and b represent the effective value, tissue and
blood phase, respectively, T the temperature (�C), q the density (kg/
m3), cp the specific heat capacity (J/kg �C), K the thermal conductiv-
ity (W/m �C), e the porosity which is the ratio of the volume fraction
of the vascular space, u the blood phase average velocity (m/s), htb

the blood to tissue interfacial heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 �C)
and atb is the specific surface area between the blood and the tissue
(m2/m3).

In Eq. (4), the first, second, third and fourth on the left-hand side
of equation denote heat conduction, interstitial convection heat
transfer, metabolic heat generation and external heat source (heat
generation by the electromagnetic field) term, respectively. The
bulk blood flow term appears on the right-hand side of the blood
phase energy equation (Eq. (5)). It can be seen in Eqs. (4) and (5)
that the tissue and blood phases are coupled via the interstitial
convective heat transfer term. The interstitial term accounts for
the convective heat transfer between the blood and the peripheral
tissues. Furthermore, Eqs. (4) and (5) are coupled to the electro-
magnetic wave propagation equation (Eq. (1)) through Eq. (8).
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The computational scheme starts with computing an external heat
source term by running an electromagnetic wave propagation cal-
culation and subsequently solving the tissue and blood tempera-
tures in Eqs. (4) and (5) in biological materials. The proposed
model is reasonable and adequate for effectively analyzing the
essential aspects for a fundamental understanding of heat trans-
port within biological materials subject to an electromagnetic field.

It should be noted that Qmet is the metabolic heat generation
(W/m3) while the external heat source is represented by Qext. The
Qext is equal to the resistive heat generated by electromagnetic
field and can be defined as [21]:

Q ext ¼
rj~Ezj2

2
ð8Þ

Our external heat source is evaluated in Eq. (8), which is calcu-
lated through the electromagnetic wave propagation analysis.

3.2.1. Boundary conditions for the heat transfer analysis
As seen in Fig. 1, the biological medium is subjected to an electro-

magnetic flux from the top. The imposed heat flux can be represented
under the LTNE conditions, based on the work of Mahjoob and Vafai
[8], Lee and Vafai [11] and Marafie and Vafai [13] as follows:

qs ¼ �Kb;eff
@hTbib

@y

�����
y¼H

� Kt;eff
@hTtit

@y

����
y¼H

ð9Þ

The temperature at the interface of the biological media’s surface is
likely to be uniform regardless of whether it contacts the tissue so-
lid matrix or the blood. As such the temperature of the tissue and
the blood at the biological media’s surface will be the same
[8,11,13,22,23]:
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Fig. 8. Effect of the electromagnetic wave power variation on the tissue an
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The core region of the biological medium (y = 0) is away from
the heat transfer interaction used and is considered to act as an
insulated boundary as shown in Fig. 1:

qs ¼ 0 ð11Þ

The initial temperature of the biological medium is assumed to
be uniform and at the normal body temperature:

Tðt0Þ ¼ 37 �C ð12Þ
3.3. Non dimensionalization

The numerical results are presented in a dimensionless form.
The non-dimensional temperature profiles are plotted against a
dimensionless vertical scale, g. These dimensionless variables are
defined as:

g ¼ y
D
; j ¼ Kb;eff

Kt;eff
; Bi ¼ htbatbH2

Kt;eff
;

h ¼ Kt;eff hhTi � Tsi
qsH

; U ¼ ð1� eÞHQ met

qs
ð13Þ

The dimensionless electromagnetic wave power and dimen-
sionless electromagnetic wave frequency are defined as:

P� ¼ P

qsH
2 ; f � ¼ f

fc
ð14Þ

where fc is the cut off frequency (lowest propagation frequency) of
the microwave in TE mode.
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4. Numerical simulations

The heat transport in a biological medium is expressed through
Eqs. (4)–(7). These equations are coupled to Maxwell’s equations
through Eq. (8). Eqs. (1)–(12) are solved numerically using a FEM
via COMSOLTM Multiphysics to demonstrate the phenomenon that
occurs in the biological media exposed to an electromagnetic field.
The two-dimensional model is discretized using triangular ele-
ments, and the Lagrange quadratic is used to approximate temper-
ature profile variations across each element. The biological media
comprises six types of tissue including bone, liver, cornea, fat, skin
and brain. These biological media have different thermal and
dielectric properties and porosities. We assume that the thermal
and dielectric properties and porosity of each biological medium
are constant. The thermal and dielectric properties and porosities
of biological media used in the computations are listed in Table 1
[6,24–30]. Each biological medium is assumed to be homogeneous
and electrically as well as thermally isotropic.
5. Results and discussion

5.1. Validation

In order to verify the accuracy of the present model, the numer-
ical results for the case without an electromagnetic field are vali-
dated against the analytical results with the same conditions
obtained by Mahjoob and Vafai [8]. In the works of Mahjoob and
Vafai [8] analytical solutions for heat transport through biological
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Fig. 9. Effect of the electromagnetic wave power variation on the tissue and
media incorporating hyperthermia treatment and subject to an im-
posed heat flux are established. The comparison of dimensionless
tissue and blood temperature profiles with the analytical results
obtained by Mahjoob and Vafai [8] at Bi = 10 and Bi = 0.5 are dis-
played in Fig. 2. The following parameters are used to generate
the results: e = 0.1, U = 0 and j = 0.111. It can be seen that the
dimensionless tissue and blood temperature profiles are in excel-
lent agreement with the analytical results obtained by Mahjoob
and Vafai [8]. Fig. 2 also indicates that a decrease in the internal
heat exchange (Bi = 0.5) results in a larger tissue and blood temper-
ature difference while displaying the importance of utilizing the
LTNE model.

Fig. 3 illustrates the comparison of dimensionless tissue and
blood temperature profiles with the analytical results obtained
by Mahjoob and Vafai [8] at different porosities. The tissue and
blood temperature profiles for U(1 � e) = 0.022 at Bi = 10 where
e = 0.1 and 0.3 are shown in Fig. 3. A very good agreement is ob-
served for all of the cited comparisons. This figure also shows that
a decrease in the porosity results in a larger deviation between the
tissue temperature and that of the blood.

Based on the cited values in Mahjoob and Vafai [8], a represen-
tative metabolic heat generation is utilized for some of the com-
parisons. The comparison of dimensionless tissue and blood
temperature profiles with the analytical results obtained by Mah-
joob and Vafai [8] with variations in the metabolic heat generation
for e = 0.1 at Bi = 10 are displayed in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) show
the tissue and blood temperature profiles for U = 0.01 and 0.1,
respectively. Comparing the results for both metabolic heat gener-
ation values indicates a very good agreement as seen in Fig. 4. As
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Fig. 11. Effects of the electromagnetic wave frequency on the tissue and blood
temperature profiles for U = 0.1 and P⁄ = 500 at Bi = 10 for biological media for (a)
Cornea and (b) Fat.
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can be seen an increase in the metabolic heat generation enhances
the temperature difference between the two phases. Overall, our
results in the present study are in excellent agreement with the
analytical results by Mahjoob and Vafai [8]. This highly favorable
comparison lends confidence in the accuracy of the present numer-
ical model.

5.2. Dimensionless electromagnetic wave power effects

The effects of electromagnetic wave power on the tissue and
blood temperature profiles for different types of biological materi-
als are established. In applications for cancer thermal ablation a
detailed description of electromagnetic wave power effects is re-
quired to address the effectiveness of thermal ablation technique
during the process. The effects of dimensionless electromagnetic
wave power on the dimensionless tissue and blood temperature
profiles for a variety of different biological media exposed to an
electromagnetic field are presented in Figs. 5–7. The physical data
utilized in these figures are: U = 0.1 and f⁄ = 0.6 at Bi = 10. The elec-
tromagnetic wave power varies from 1 to 500. The dimensionless
tissue and blood temperature profiles for bone, liver, cornea, fat,
skin and brain are depicted in Figs. 5 (a) and (b), 6(a) and (b) and
7(a) and (b), respectively. It is established that the temperature
profile patterns are quite similar for all biological media and the
temperature profile of the tissue phase is similar to that of the
blood phase. It can be seen in these figures that the electromag-
netic wave power significantly influences the rate of temperature
increase. As expected, the temperature of the tissue and blood in-
crease with an increase in the electromagnetic wave power for all
the considered biological media. This is because an increase in the
electromagnetic wave power results in a higher heat generation
rate in a biological medium. It can be observed that the dimension-
less blood temperature values are higher than the tissue tempera-
η

θ
(a) Bone 

η

θ
(b) Liver 

Fig. 10. Effects of the electromagnetic wave frequency on the tissue and blood
temperature profiles for U = 0.1 and P⁄ = 500 at Bi = 10 for biological media for (a)
Bone and (b) Liver.
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η

θ
(b) Brain 

Fig. 12. Effects of the electromagnetic wave frequency on the tissue and blood
temperature profiles for U = 0.1 and P⁄ = 500 at Bi = 10 for biological media for (a)
Skin and (b) Brain.
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ture for all of the considered biological media at the same electro-
magnetic wave power due to the different electromagnetic power
absorption of tissue and blood temperatures when subjected to an
electromagnetic field. Furthermore, the results in these figures also
show that an increase in the electromagnetic wave power results
in a larger deviation between the tissue temperature and that of
the blood. This shows that the error in utilizing an LTE model for
heat transfer investigations increases as the electromagnetic wave
power increases when an electromagnetic field is imposed.

Comparing the tissue and blood temperature values in each of
the biological materials, it can be seen that the brain has the high-
est tissue and blood temperature values compared to the other
considered biological media followed by skin, fat, cornea, liver
and bone, respectively. An increase in the effective thermal con-
ductivity results in an increase in the electromagnetic wave pene-
tration causing an increase in the temperature. Also, the maximum
temperature difference between the two phases exists in the brain
followed by skin, fat, cornea, liver and bone, respectively due to the
highest internal heat exchange. However, as can be seen other fac-
tors also affect the tissue and blood temperatures such as thermal
and dielectric properties and porosity. For example, in case of fat,
although it has a low tissue effective thermal conductivity, it also
has the lowest porosity and blood effective thermal conductivity
resulting in a high temperature.

Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate the effect of variations in the electromag-
netic wave power. The dimensionless electromagnetic wave power
(a) 

(c) 

(e) 

P* = 500, f* = 0.2           

Skin
θθt

P* = 500, f* = 1.2           

Skin
θt

P* = 500, f* = 2             P

Skin
θt

Fig. 13. Tissue and blood temperature contours for skin for U = 0.1
of 10, 100 and 500 at f⁄ = 0.6 is considered. Fig. 6 demonstrates the
effects of variations in the electromagnetic wave power on the
dimensionless temperature contours in the two-dimensional plane
of skin. The dimensionless tissue temperature contours are shown
in Fig. 8(a), (c) and (e) while Fig. 8(b), (d) and (f) display the dimen-
sionless blood temperature contours. The results clearly show that
the tissue and blood temperature values increase with an increase
in the electromagnetic wave power. Moreover, an increase in the
electromagnetic wave power provides a larger temperature differ-
ence between tissue and blood phases as also seen in Fig. 7(a). As
can be seen in Fig. 8, the hot spots occur downstream (right-hand
side) of the skin slab. The effects of variations in the electromag-
netic wave power on the dimensionless temperature contours in
the x-y plane of brain are shown in Fig. 9. The dimensionless tissue
temperature contours are illustrated in Fig. 9(a), (c) and (e) while
Fig. 9(b), (d) and (f) demonstrate the dimensionless blood temper-
ature contours. As can be clearly seen in Fig. 9, once again in an in-
crease in the electromagnetic wave power results in an increase in
the tissue and blood temperature values in the brain. Furthermore,
an increase in the electromagnetic wave power creates a larger
temperature difference between the two phases. These results
are consistent with those shown in Fig. 7(b). Similar to the results
for the skin the hot spots occur downstream (right-hand side) of
the brain slab. It should be noted that for the same impose power,
higher temperatures occur within the brain as compared to the
skin slab.
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, P⁄ = 500, Bi = 10 at various electromagnetic wave frequencies.
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5.3. Dimensionless electromagnetic wave frequency effects

Figs. 10–12 shows the effect of variations in the dimensionless
electromagnetic wave frequency on the dimensionless tissue and
blood temperature profiles for different biological media exposed
to an electromagnetic field. The results are shown for: U = 0.1
and P⁄ = 500 at Bi = 10. The dimensionless electromagnetic wave
frequency is varied from 0.2 to 2. The dimensionless tissue and
blood temperature profiles for bone, liver, cornea, fat, skin and
brain are depicted in Figs. 10(a) and (b), 11(c) and (d) and 12(e)
and (f), respectively. The results in these figures show that the tem-
perature profile trend and characteristics are quite similar for all
the considered biological media. Note that the highest temperature
values do not correspond to the highest electromagnetic wave fre-
quencies. As it can be seen a higher electromagnetic wave fre-
quency produces a lower dimensionless tissue and blood
temperature values in all materials. This is because at higher fre-
quencies electromagnetic wave has a shorter wavelength and a
smaller penetration depth as compared to lower frequencies. Thus
most of electromagnetic energy is absorbed at the entrance region
of the biological media. Also it can be seen that the dimensionless
blood temperature values are higher than the tissue temperature
values for all of the considered biological media subjected to the
same electromagnetic wave frequency. Likewise, a decrease in
the electromagnetic wave frequency results in a larger deviation
between the tissue temperature and that of the blood. This
shows that the error in utilizing a LTE model for heat transfer
(a) 

(c) 

(e) 
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Brain 
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Fig. 14. Tissue and blood temperature contours for brain for U = 0.1
investigations increases as the wave frequency decreases when
an electromagnetic field is imposed. Therefore, the LTNE model
needs to be utilized for investigating transport through biological
media.

Figs. 13 and 14 demonstrate the effect of variations in the elec-
tromagnetic wave frequency. The dimensionless temperature con-
tour plots (Figs. 13 and 14) qualitatively confirm the dimensionless
temperature profiles in Fig. 12. The dimensionless electromagnetic
wave frequency varies at 0.2, 1.2 and 2 at P⁄ = 500. The influence of
dimensionless electromagnetic wave frequency on the tempera-
ture contours for the skin at different frequencies are displayed
in Fig. 13. The dimensionless tissue temperature contours are
shown in Fig. 13(a), (c) and (e) while Fig. 13(b), (d) and (f) depict
the dimensionless blood temperature contours. The results show
that the tissue and blood temperature values decrease with an in-
crease in the electromagnetic wave frequency. Additionally, a de-
crease in the electromagnetic wave frequency creates a larger
temperature difference between tissue and blood phases which
further confirms the results shown in Fig. 12(a). Once again as
can be seen in Fig. 13, the hot spots occur on the downstream
(right-hand) side of the skin. Fig. 14 shows the effects of variations
in the electromagnetic wave frequency on the dimensionless tem-
perature contours of the brain. The dimensionless tissue tempera-
ture contours are demonstrated in Fig. 14(a), (c) and (e) whereas
Fig. 14(b), (d) and (f) display the dimensionless blood temperature
contours. The pattern of temperature contours of the brain are
somewhat similar to that of the skin shown in Fig. 13. Again it
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can be observed that a decrease in the electromagnetic wave fre-
quency results in an increase in the tissue and blood temperature
values in the brain. In addition, a decrease in the electromagnetic
wave frequency results in a larger temperature difference between
the two phases. The results in this figure further confirm the re-
sults shown in Fig. 12(b). Similar to the situation for the skin, the
hot spots occur downstream (right-hand) of the brain slab. It
should be noted that the temperature values for the brain are high-
er than those for the skin at all electromagnetic wave frequencies.
6. Conclusions

In this work, the effects of an imposed electromagnetic field on
different biological media is analyzed. The LTNE model is em-
ployed to express the heat transport phenomena in a biological
medium. The effect of electromagnetic wave power and frequency
on heat transport through a biological medium are analyzed. The
simulation results are in excellent agreement with the analytical
results obtained by Mahjoob and Vafai [8]. The results provide
the fundamental attributes of the transport phenomena in biolog-
ical media subject to an imposed electromagnetic field. The results
demonstrate the importance of utilizing the LTNE model especially
at lower internal heat exchange values (Bi = 0.5), lower porosities
and higher metabolic heat generation rates for biological media.
The magnitude of electromagnetic wave power and frequency
has a substantial impact on the temperature of a biological med-
ium. An increase in the electromagnetic wave power produces a
higher tissue and blood temperature and enhances a larger tem-
perature difference between tissue and blood phases. On the other
hand, a decrease in the electromagnetic wave frequency produces
a higher tissue and blood temperature and results in a larger devi-
ation between the tissue temperature and that of the blood. Our re-
sults show that an imposed electromagnetic field has a substantial
effect in altering the LTE between tissue and blood phases in bio-
logical materials.
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